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Deer Mr. Albree 

I juet will not be bludgeoned with your lack of knolwedge 
or how impressed you are with the ignorance of others. The elipring 
fro the piper 15 utter nonsense made posAeole by e d. ight and selective 
quotation of only a minute fragment of the evidence rind reference to 
°beet 1. cl the testimony adduced, each lee,: of ehet wee aveileble one 
not deduced. Were w e to select witnesses as does the unincormed Mr. 
Storey we coeld prove thtt the Shots cane from tiro Sheri £f s office, 
the Del-Tex Bldg., inside the car, almost any piece. 

Again I repeat I Abell not write you in persons, correspondence 
what j piured out in ellod in ray bo• es. if you we s nail.): with theta you 
would hardly be justified in asking where I  go into the question end what 
relates to it. Tbis is clear, for example, in any discuesi ns of the 
onnelly and Willis testimony. I also say truth is not established by 
the cumber of witnes:os w1 think the; heard or SOW eoleteing ani that 
crediting the recollections of where people thought the shots came frets 
by sound, se  the Comeleelon did, is not dependable. Lane does the seen 
thing, with Harold Feldman's work, and based on numbers is sateified the 
shots, at least ie part, eerie free the front. I Pm, but for other reseone. 

unless you have something really constructive to ofrer, not eo-ething 
deriviee fro a self-important coaceet of your knowledge of rifles and 
marksmanship tehich leads you to correct beliefs but in merely a tiny 
pert of the whole s cry), do not expect en easier. 	just cennot 
waste time this way. I do not want to seem impolite, but I suggest 
thet i ehet you ere. 

Binceeely, 

Harold Weisberg 



Sorry I neglected to list "The Death -of-a-President" which 
was purchased, brand new, First Edition for 33¢ - that's 
right, thirty-three cents and believe ms;-it- terrOtwotth 
that. The damnedest bunch of tripe I ever read. 

The enclosed clipping you might care to see and lid very 
much appreciate it if you'd tell me where in your book, or 
books, you consider this question which is an important one. 
Mr. Storey has stated it clearly and understandably. 

Please return-this-clipping. 


